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ABSTRACT

Author: Raymond, Colby,W. MS
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Raman Thermometric Method Development
Committee Chair: Dor Ben-Amotz

Water has an identiﬁable Raman feature between 3000-4000 cm-1 that can act as a probe
for its environment. Generally, on addition of hydrophobic solutes into water, the OH
stretching mode is perturbed enough to show changes that indicate a disruption in the
hydrogen bonding network. That stretching mode is also highly temperature dependent,
exhibiting spectral changes at low temperatures, around 3000-3200 cm-1 & high
temperatures, around 3600 cm-1. These regions respectively indicate tetrahedral order or
disordered state enhancement. The state enhancement is respectively from either an
increase or a breakdown of the rigid hydrogen bonding network. Previous methods of water
temperature analysis are dependent on a ratio deﬁned by an inﬂection point that separates
these regions traditionally called ’hydrogen bonding’ and ’non-hydrogen bonding’ of the
OH stretch, has been able to determine ≈ 1oC accuracy in a few seconds. However, when
the signal-to-noise ratio of acquired spectra are low, this method is untenable when quick
determination of the temperature is desired. Thus, if one were able to develop a method
that doesn’t suﬀer as much from a low signal-to-noise limitation, then it would be possible
to quickly and accurately determine temperature. Here we show, that by using NonNegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) to generate a linear combination that best represent
the low and high temperature components of water, it is possible to attain accuracy ≈ 0.5
C in 0.1s. We have further demonstrated an accuracy ≈ 10 oC at 10x reduced laser power
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to simulate faster time scales. Temperature error was not signiﬁcantly altered at each laser
power between CCD modes despite an increase in noise. These methods will allow for a
quicker, non-invasive temperature determination.

1

RAMAN THERMOMETRY

Introduction
Determination of a samples temperature has been historically acquired via a
thermocouple probe[1] that can quickly and accurately relay temperature with usually
minimal disturbance. Thermocouples can be used in all three states of matter, but are
invasive to the sample, distressing it away from a neat state. For small volumes of water in
particular, on addition of a thermocouple, isolation of water from the surrounding
environment is broken, introducing adulterants and disturbed water structure. To
circumvent the perturbation from thermocouples, one can use Raman thermometry to probe
water based on it’s OH stretching mode from 2800-4000cm-1. Historically, water Raman
spectra have been utilized to identify the general structure for water-water interaction
through low and high frequency modes of water[2]–[6]. From spectral data these studies
show an isosbestic point, an inﬂection point that represents an apparent identical intensity
across a small temperature range(0-100oC), separating water into two spectral moieties[2],
[7]. Temperature estimation is then conducted by taking a ratio between the OH stretching
regions, bisected by the isosbestic point, that can provide an accuracy of ≈ 1◦C[8]–[11].
Isosbestic analysis is a relatively slow process, requiring seconds to achieve an absolute
accuracy of ≈1◦C, which further requires a high signal-to-noise ratio. Alternatively,
temperature estimation can be conducted by addition of a thermo-sensitive probe[11], [12]
which has a stronger intensity than water raman and further alters neat water structure due
to a solute. Another form of temperature estimation depends on the distribution of antistokes to stokes shifted spectra, but suﬀers from low eﬃciency and a detection geometry
that captures low wavenumber raman bands [13], [14]. Here we revisit isosbestic analysis
as well as present an alternative method to predict the temperature inside of a model
microﬂuidic device and demonstrate, one of, if not the ﬁrst application of Non-Negative
Matrix Factorization Least-squares(NMF LS) based on previous work in our lab[7], [15].

2
Experimental
Raman spectra were collected via a Czerny-Turner spectrometer coupled with a
Princeton Instruments EM-CCD (ProEM 200B+ eXceleon 16002). Excitation of Raman
spectra was accomplished by a custom built beam path on a modiﬁed Olympus Microscope
stand(BX-43) with a 150mw, 532nm single mode optically pumped semiconductor laser
(Coherent Sapphire SF). The beam is directed through a λ/2 plate and Glan polarizing cube
to attenuate laser power, then to a microscope objective by a Semrock dichroic beam
splitter (Semrock Part number: LPD02-532RU-25). The optics are designed such that
Raman light is collected via backscattering through a 100x objective (Olympus LMPNFL,
W.D. 3.4 mm, N.A. 0.8), Raman and laser light are separated by an edge ﬁlter (Semrock
part number: LP03-532RU-25). Water used in this study was distilled by a Millipore
Simplicity (18.2MΩ∙cm). Temperature control was provided by a Physitemp (TS4-MPER)
slide holder attached to a PRIOR Scientific (HT1111LC) motorized stage by a custom
bracket. Water was supplied by a peristaltic pump to a custom built copper cell. Data was
processed and plotted in both Matlab 2017a (ver 9.2.0.538062) and Igor Pro (Ver 7.08).
The CCD used in this study has two read noise proﬁles, “Low Noise” and “EM
Mode” that amount to ﬁve diﬀerent modes of operation for spectral acquisition. Em mode
allows for increased rate of spectral acquisition with expanded gain electronics that can
increase sparse signal, at the expense of signiﬁcantly more read noise. The CCD can
operate at A\D modes of 100kHz, 1MHz in Low noise and 1, 4, & 8MHz in EM-mode.
Training spectra were acquired on each A\D mode, with ≈40mW of laser power at the
sample for an accumulated time of 40s. Validation spectra were acquired across each of
the 5 CCD modes at 100ms per spectra to ensure a similar amount of light to fall on the
detector, in addition to 8 diﬀerent laser powers for temperature estimation at various signal
to noise ratios. Our copper cell was sealed by adhering a type 0 coverslip and a glass
capillary tube by RTV silicone glue. Temperature was monitored by a type-t thermocouple
inserted into the tygon water feed-line, so that the needle was inside of the copper block,
but not in contact.

3
Method
To analyze the temperature dependent water spectra, two mathematical models
were utilized, Non- Negative Matrix Factorization Least Squares (NMF-LS) and isosbestic
integration. Training spectra are baseline subtracted by a mean between 2600-2800 cm-1
before the OH- stretching mode of water, a representative region of relevant spectral
baseline rather than detector read noise. Then, baseline subtracted spectra, A, are truncated
over the spectral region of ~ 2900-4000 cm-1 to reduce complexity of modeling. The
spectral matrix, A is then input to the Matlab NNMF algorithm and constrained to
determine 2 signiﬁcant components to determine terms, W & H by minimizing the
Froebenius norm through optimization by iterative alternating least squares, to solve the
general equation[16], [17]:
min ��|𝐴𝐴 − 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊|�𝐹𝐹 �

Equation 1-1

The algorithm outputs a spectral decomposition matrix, W, that describes ≈ 95% of the
variance of the training spectra A. These components respectively account for ’hot’
and ’cold’, or NHB and HB components of the OH- stretching mode. The weight matrix,
H described the relative contribution of W to approximate training spectra, as shown in
Figure 1. NMF-LS utilizes matrix factorization to determine a relative concentration C
based on the collected spectra, D, and the NMF factors W, modeled by:
𝐷𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

Equation 1-2

To calculate the temperature, we utilize another Matlab algorithm, "fzero"[18]. A
powerful tool that allows one to find the root of a non-linear equation that is non-imaginary
based on an input argument. Specifically, minimizing the difference between the
experimental ratio and the value determined from evaluating the fit for that experimental
ratio and reference temperature. However, when the spectra have a low signal to noise,
fzero is unable to resolve a non-imaginary factor, it will instead return -INF.
min[𝑓𝑓(ln(𝐾𝐾)) − ln(𝐾𝐾) , 𝑇𝑇)]

Equation 1-3

Isosbestic integration relies on an inflection point located somewhere along the OH
stretching mode of water, invariant with temperature. However, it has been shown that
depending on the normalization method[10], [11] and detection polarization[3]–[6] the
inflection point can exist between 3300-3500cm-1. Regardless of where the isosbestic point
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is determined, analysis necessitates consistency of isosbestic location [2], [19], as defined
by the crossing point of our NMF W spectra at ~3340 cm-1 and another from literature ~
3420 cm-1, in this way it will represent as close of a comparison as possible. Spectral areas
of the NHB and HB portions of the OH stretch are acquired by trapezoidal integration and
calibrated against a Van't Hoff plot.

Figure 1-1 Shown here is a.) Training spectra acquired from 18-65oC on the 100kHz mode
of the CCD and overlaid with it's NNMF derived factors, b.) Calibration (Van't Hoff) plot
for NMF (+) and isosbestic (□) integration at ~3360cm-1, (c) & (d) training spectra with
overlayed with component NMF terms shown in (a) as their respective contribution to
approximate the OH stretch at the listed temperatures.

5
Results
NMF-LS and isosbestic integration was sampled over the same sample set of ~1200
spectra over eight laser powers and 5 temperatures. Spectra shown are spectra
representative of experimental temperature at 40oC. Rather than lowering the acquisition
time for a given measurement, the laser power was instead lowered as Raman spectra
behave linearly with laser power. The highest laser power in Figure 1-2 is more than
enough signal to clearly witness the OH stretch transform across the temperature range,
while at the lowest there is barely enough signal for it to be considered much more than
noise. Two sets of spectra were collected, one where the temperature was held constant at
40oC and another over five temperatures. Due to sample stage geometry, laser power was
collected inside the laser box after ensuring the percentage lost between the optics leading
to the 100x objective. Each spectrum collected was acquired with a 0.1s exposure per CCD
mode, with the constant temperature collected in triplicate for method validation.
Temperature benchmarks desired for this study were in achieving 1 and 10oC accuracy for
CCD modes: 100kHz, 1MHz, and EM 1MHz. As can be seen in Figure 1.2, to achieve a
deviation of ~1oC of the calculated temperature, the read noise present is insignificant.
Training for either NMF or isosbestic method resulted in Figure 1-1's Van't Hoff
plot with two slopes, a clear difference in sensitivity and different values for the apparent
strength of the hydrogen bond. Namely, NMF returned 14 kJ∙mol-1 while isosbestic
returned 6.3 kJ∙mol-1. These values respectively correspond to an accepted range of water
hydrogen bond enthalpy, 13-32 kJ∙mol-1 [20], [21] while isosbestic obviously does not.
Unfortunately, any further discussion of this property will not be discussed as it is outside
the scope of the current discussion.
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Figure 1-2 Representative Raman spectra of the OH stretching mode observed by five
CCD modes at three laser power settings with temperature error ≈1oC measured for 0.1s.
CCD modes are: 100kHz, 1MHZ, EM: 1,4, and 8 MHz at a gain of 60. Laser Powers are:
3.4, 6.5, and 9.8 mW respectively. Provided in each panel, is the temperature error obtained
from 1200 samples. Note, despite having more area in the EM modes, shot noise increased
which resulted in a slightly higher error.
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Figure 1-3 Signal to noise comparison of the spectra in which the temperature error
amounted to 1-degree deviation for 100 kHz, 1Mhz and EM 1 MHZ. Note that this
approximation of SNR shows that the 1MHz consistently has less signal to utilize spectral
information. This consequently leads to the 1Mhz mode underperforming in comparison
to the other CCD modes.
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Every spectrometer train has different efficiencies, and as such it would be useful
to know what kind of signal-to-noise ratio one could arguably obtain and have similar
temperature inaccuracies. As such, the signal-to-noise discussed from here on, will be in
consideration of the Ben-Amotz 532 laser system. In this way, we will be report a crude
method of the signal-to-noise present in the OH stretching mode of water for the two
temperature accuracies discussed, that may provide a basis for comparative measurements.
Specifically, to attain 1oC, Figure 1-3 shows that if we define the Signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) as:
𝜇𝜇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝜎𝜎

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Equation 1-4

In Equation 1-4, µspectra represents the baseline subtracted average of the validation

spectra and σdetector is the standard deviation of the EM-CCD with no light incident to the
detector with similar collection times as the experimental spectra[22]. Rather than use a
standard deviation of the spectra themselves, it is not guaranteed that any collected spectra
are zero-mean, and the above assumption is more appropriate when dealing with photon

counts. Thus, in the above definition, the maximum value required to reach 1oC is a
maximum of 150 SNR for our 100kHZ, 60 for 1Mhz, and 350 in the EM mode 1MHz. Not
surprisingly, when compared to the isosbestic method, it also falls into the same SNR,
however, the accuracy of the method deviates faster, indicating that a higher SNR is needed.
For measurements of water temperature in which quick measurement is not needed, where
it would be more appropriate to measure a spectrum over the course of a second, isosbestic
integration is still a reasonable measure of the temperature. For comparisons of mean
temperature deviation from reference thermocouple, see Figure 1-4.
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Figure 1-4 Mean difference of calculated temperatures for the 5 CCD modes acquired over
eight laser powers. From left to right,(top) 100kHz, 1Mhz, and a cutout of the largest
temperature difference (bottom) Em 1MHz, 4MHz, and 8Mhz of the NMF method.
Symbols are: 36(◊), 9.8(◁), 6.5(▷), 3.4 (△), 0.35 (▽), 0.14 (∗), 0.090 (□), and 0.038 (+)
mW. As expected, lower laser powers show an increase in the difference between
calculated temperatures and reference thermocouple.

Consequently, analysis of thermometric methods at lower signal-to-noise values is
necessary to understand how robust these methods are, namely when they begin to report
an uncertainty of ≈ 10oC. To accomplish this, laser power incident to the sample was
lowered to less than 1mW, and as observed in Figure 1-5, read noise is prominent. Further,
it is observed that both isosbestic and NMF methods begin to deviate from the
thermocouple, but as a question of magnitude, isosbestic deviates more. Thus, validating
the assumption a high SNR is required for accurate results. Yet, this is when considering
one point of inflection in the spectra, which as stated earlier, changes depending on the
collection geometry and normalization methods.
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Figure 1-5 Raman spectra of the OH-stretching modes with temperature error of ≈10oC.
In contrast to ≈1oC spectra, read-noise is the primary contributor. Laser powers are: 0.090,
0.35, and 0.14 mW respectively.
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Figure 1-6 Signal-to-noise comparison for 10oC data, the primary difference in signal
clarity comes from the averaging over ~400 spectra. Despite having little to no signal, these
spectra are sufficient to determine a 10oC temperature accuracy.
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Isosbestic inflection points determined are respectively derived from area and
intensity normalization. Ideally, a natural isosbestic point emerges in water spectra without
need for post-processing, which did not occur in this instance, or at least enough care had
not been taken to prove this. Regardless, common isosbestic points seem to be ones defined
in Figure 1-7 and in literature[2], [4], [6], [10], [23]. Thus, decision of the isosbestic point
is of personal preference.

Figure 1-7 Normalization of the OH stretching mode of water based on (a) area and (b)
max intensity normalization after subtracting a mean of the baseline before the OH stretch.
The arrows indicate isosbestic positions for the respective normalization methods of (a.)
3340 and (b.) 3420
Due to the two main isosbestic points observed in literature, it called to question
which one was more accurate/appropriate for any given temperature determination. As it
turns out, neither isosbestic point is better than the other. The only difference is the
magnitude in which it incorrectly estimates the temperature. Specifically, the 3420 cm-1
isosbestic point underestimates by an average difference of ~6 oC while the 3340 cm-1
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isosbestic point exhibits an underestimation of ~3oC. This is can be understood in the
amount of area that is present in the OH stretch at a laser power of ~ 0.1mW, in which
there is slightly more area for the 3340 cm-1 isosbestic pointto access as evidenced in Figure
1-5, allowing for marginally better estimations. Further, to highlight the NMF method, at
this signal-to-noise, an average underestimation of ~1oC is observed. See Figure 1-8 for an
example in the 100kHz mode.

Figure 1-8 Calculated temperature for the 100kHz mode where the standard deviation of
calculated temperatures is ~ 10oC. Notice that the three methods underestimate the
temperature at by some amount, but isosbestic methods, 3420 and 3340 cm-1, exhibit a
marked underestimation, but does fall within the implied error. Laser power here is 0.14
mW.
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OH Area and Temperature Deviation
There exists a relation between integrated area of the OH stretch and derived
temperature deviation. Namely, that there is a linear, and dynamic range dependence
between the two quantities. Between the CCD modes, there seems to be a correlation
starting at ~ 1000 counts for 100kHz, and 10,000 for the EM modes, yet, the 1MHz,
diverges at 10,000 counts. Recall in Figure 1-6, that these spectra do not exceed ~20 SNR
units in the OH stretch, and further supports that the 1 MHz mode is ineffective for sensitive
work.
Let us discuss the Non-EM modes of the CCD next. The 100kHz and 1MHz modes
area accessible in the “Low-noise” setting of the EM-CCD and will be sufficient for most
measurements. Ideally, these two modes should return a high accuracy results, but despite
having the slowest read rates, the 100kHz mode tends to have the best temperature
accuracies of the five. However, due to electronic limitations, it is unable to acquire, read,
and display a spectrum faster than ~65ms. This means, that we are not able to reliably
collect any spectrum faster than ~65ms, which in turn forces simulated quick time scales
by decreasing incident laser power. Ultimately, this read-rate constraint results in
asynchronous detection, limiting practical applications of this mode[7] when trying to
observe a fast dynamic system. Next, the 1 MHz mode of the CCD allows for faster read
rates allowing access to acquisitions < 65ms at the expense of more noise. Boasting a 10ms
minimum for acquiring, reading, and displaying, it can more ably utilize synchronous
detection, but as shown previously, should not be used unless operating in high signal-tonoise.
The EM modes should allow one to enhance any signal incident to the camera or
behave as a normal CCD with significantly more read noise. Figures 1-2,5 show that when
exposed to the same amount of light, EM gain indeed enhances real counts, but without
binning frames or more intense raman light, cannot escape read noise being present. In fact,
even though it is not explicitly apparent, switching to the EM modes, cause some small
shift of light on the CCD chip, see Figure 1-10. To circumvent this issue, training spectra
were acquired at each CCD mode to ensure similar conditions. As can be seen in Figure
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1-9, the EM modes increased the integrated area, but did not decrease temperature
deviation. This begs the question of necessity of EM-CCD’s when approaching raman
spectra, since it is possible to acquire a spectral set much quicker than a traditional CCD,
but speed gains do not outweigh the concern of increased noise, diluting any information
that can be gained. Interestingly, the 8 MHz mode trends to marginally better temperature
deviation, than the 1 and 4 MHz, which has been used to compare CCD vs Optimal Binary
Compressive Detection at times approaching 1ms[24]. The EM CCD modes can acquire,
read, and display at 8 ,4, 2 ms respectively for 1,4, and 8 MHz.
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Figure 1-9 Standard Deviation plotted as a function of integrated counts in the OH-stretch.
Laser powers have been marked by the following symbols: 36(◊), 9.8(◁ ), 6.5(▷ ), 3.4 (△),
0.35 (▽ ), 0.14 (∗), 0.090 (□), and 0.038 (+) mW
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Figure 1-10 Training spectra for the temperature series data in which the EM modes exhibit
a small pixel shift in comparison to the low noise modes. Pixel shift is ~ 2 pixels in this
case, which is significant enough to change the estimated temperature by 2-3oC.

Conclusion
In conclusion, raman thermometric methods of NMF-LS and isosbestic integration
have been compared and shown that they are equivalent at high signal-to-noise. Yet,
isosbestic integration is clearly lacking when pushed towards detection limits while
NMF-LS does not. Showing a clear departure from the reference thermocouple and
depending on the isosbestic point determination can more or less influence the degree of
separation. Further, this has been an attempt to showcase CCD mode dependence on
temperature accuracy, showing that the slowest CCD mode delivers the best results due
to lower overall noise. Future thermometry studies will include a comparison between
CCD modes and our home-built spectrometer, otherwise termed OBCD.
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APPENDIX

THERMOMETRY CODE
Code was written in consideration of the programming language native to Matlab.
Comments area represented by " % "
% Author: Colby Raymond
%change log- modified comments to provide a better guide through the program
% v4- 2018-03-21.
% Assumes you have the "curvefit" addon, and at minimum, the student license
% Codes needed to run this program:
%

function S = norm_area(data,opt)

%

function [Temp_Estimate]=Inverse_Temp_Fit(y,fit,Inv_Temp_Data)

%

function [matrix,spect,var]=transpose_matrix(matrix,dim)

%+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
%Establish the training data set here. If dealing with multiple training sets,
% ensure you are using appropriate names below!
%the code assumes all data being input is oriented in { 1600 x n }.
%Ensure that the cells are Oriented in this manner.
%+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
%example:Assuming "normal" output of row oriented data from EM-CCD
%

Train_cell={cap_20C_5m' ; cap_25C_5m'}

%NOT!

Train_cell={cap_20C_5m' , cap_25C_5m'}

%+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
% Example data:
%Train_cell={cap_20C_5m';cap_25C_5m';cap_30C_5m';cap_40C_5m';cap_50C_5m';...
%cap_60C_5m';cap_70C_5m';cap_80C_5m';cap_98C_5m'};
%Raw_cell= …
%{cap_20C_100ms'; cap_25C_100ms'; cap_30C_100ms'; cap_40C_100ms';...
%

cap_50C_100ms';

cap_60C_100ms';

cap_98C_100ms'};
%Therm_T=[20;25;30;40;50;60;70;80;98];

cap_70C_100ms';

cap_80C_100ms';…
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%range=695:950;
%+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
%A thank you to Owen and Sarah respectively for creation and user friendly!
%+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
% Note, there seems to exist a minimum range in which NNMF will operate,
% make sure that you are above this limitation else the code will return a
% warning.
%+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
function [T_est_train,W,H,S,f,gof,inv_Temp_Data,C_Vals]=...
NNMF_training(Train_cell,Therm_T,range)
train_trunc=zeros(length(range),length(Train_cell));
Spectra2=zeros(length(range),length(Train_cell));
S=zeros(length(range),2);
%+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
Temp_legend=num2str(Therm_T);
%load the training data into a cell for easier manipulation.
%+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
figure
hold on;grid on;grid minor
xlabel('Truncated pixel region')
ylabel('Mean Intensity')
title('Checking Training Data')
for i=1:length(Train_cell)
grab=Train_cell[i};
[access the iterative index of the training cell, store as "grab"']
[~,col]=size(grab);
if col > 1
train_trunc(:,i)=mean(grab(range,:),2);
%truncate the grabbed cell and allocate the mean of acquired replicates
else
train_trunc(:,i)=grab(range,:);
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end
if i<7
plot(train_trunc(:,i),'linewidth',1.5)
else
plot(train_trunc(:,i),'linewidth',1.5,'linestyle','-.')
end
end
legend(Temp_legend)
%+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
%Subtract out a minimum to remove CCD baseline increase.
figure; clf;hold on
for i=1:size(train_trunc,2)
grab=Train_cell[i,1};
base=mean(mean(grab(600:650 , : )) );
% subtract a mean value generated from either side of the OH stretch
Spectra2(:,i)=train_trunc(:,i)-base;[min(train_trunc(:,i));
if i<5
plot(Spectra2(:,i),'linewidth',2)
else
plot(Spectra2(:,i),'linewidth',2,'linestyle',':')
end
end
ylabel('Min subtracted training data')
legend(Temp_legend)
[W,H]=nnmf(Spectra2);
title('Overlay of NNMF "W" factors')
plot(W(:,1),'color','k','linewidth',2,'displayname','NNMF W term 1');
plot(W(:,2),'color','k','linewidth',2,'displayname','NNMF W term 2',...
'linestyle','--');
%+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
%Establish training set matrices that will be later used
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%to estimate the temperature for a given sample.
S(:,1:2)=norm_area(W);
% S(:,3)=1/(size(Spectra2,2)); %removed due to subtraction of a constant
% baseline, to check if the third component is significant
C_Vals=(inv(S'*S)*S'*Spectra2)'
figure;
plot(Therm_T,C_Vals)
xlabel('Thermocouple Temperature(^oC)')
ylabel('Component values')
title('Least squares components');
legend('W term 1','W term 2')
C_Ratios=C_Vals(:,2)./C_Vals(:,1);
Temp_Data=Therm_T;
Temp_Data_K=Temp_Data+273.15;
inv_Temp_Data=1./Temp_Data_K;
[f,gof]=fit(inv_Temp_Data,log(C_Ratios),'poly2');
%+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
figure
clf;hold on
plot(inv_Temp_Data,log(C_Ratios) ,'-bo')
plot(f)
ylabel('log(C_[Ratios})')
xlabel('1/T (K^[-1})')
legend('x:Inv temp data y:log(c Ratios','fit line')
title('Quadratic Fit to the Training Data')
grid on;grid minor
%+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
[T_est_train,~]=Inverse_Temp_Fit(log(C_Ratios),f,inv_Temp_Data);
%+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
figure; clf; hold on
plot(Temp_Data,T_est_train,'displayname','Est. T','linewidth',1)
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plot(Temp_Data,Temp_Data,'--ko','displayname','Act T')
diff=Temp_Data-T_est_train;
grid on; grid minor
ylabel('Calculated T')
xlabel('Thermocouple T')
yyaxis right
plot(T_est_train,diff,'displayname','\DeltaT','marker','o')
ylabel('Thermo-Calculated')
legend('show','Location','northwest')
title('Test of Training Data')
end
function [T_Est_Raw,holder,T_est_raw_mean,T_est_raw_std,C_Vals_out]=...
NNMF_processing(f,inv_Temp_Data,Raw_cell,range,S,Therm_T,T_est_train)
T_Est_Raw=zeros(length(Raw_cell),size(Raw_cell{1,1},2));
C_Ratios_test=zeros(size(Raw_cell,1),length(range));
for i=1:size(Raw_cell,1)
grab=Raw_cell{i};
raw_trunc=grab(range,:);
base=mean(grab(600:650,:));
data_min=raw_trunc-base; %data_min(data_min<0)=0;
for j=1:size(raw_trunc,2)
C_Vals_test=(inv(S'*S)*S'*norm_area(data_min(:,j)))';
C_Vals_out{i,j}=C_Vals_test;
C_Ratios_test(i,j)=C_Vals_test(:,2)./C_Vals_test(:,1);
[T_Est_Raw(i,j),holder(i,j)]=...
Inverse_Temp_Fit(log(C_Ratios_test(i,j)),f,inv_Temp_Data(i,:));
pause(1e-4) %forced 0.1 ms wait, for better memory allocation?
end
end
%+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
T_est_raw_mean=mean(T_Est_Raw,2,'omitnan');[mean across the columns
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T_est_raw_std=std(T_Est_Raw,0,2,'omitnan');[Standard deviation of the columns
End
function [Temp_Estimate,holder]=Inverse_Temp_Fit(y,fit,Inv_Temp_Data)
holder =0;
numSamples=size(y,1); % Determine how many samples are in our input
Temp_Estimate=zeros(numSamples,1); %Initialize output array
try
for i=1:numSamples
desiredlnCRatio=y(i,1);
objective = @(Inv_Temp_Data) fit(Inv_Temp_Data) - desiredlnCRatio;
Temp_Estimate(i,1)=fzero(objective,Inv_Temp_Data(1,1));
if or(isnan(Temp_Estimate(i,1)), isinf(Temp_Estimate(i,1)))
Temp_Estimate(i,1)=NaN;
end
end
catch
holder = true;
end
if holder == true
holder = false;
Temp_Estimate=NaN;
else
Temp_Estimate=(1./Temp_Estimate)-273;
end
clear desiredlnCRatio objective hold
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function S = norm_area(data,opt)
%This ensures the matrix is the correct dimensions
[data,nspect,var]=transpose_matrix(data,'vs');
if nargin==1
sumvec=sum(data);
S=data./sumvec(ones(1,var),:);
elseif nargin==2

switch opt
case 0
sumvec=sum(data);
S=data./sumvec(ones(1,var),:);
case 1
sumvec=sum(sum(data));
S=data./sumvec;
end
end
function [matrix,spect,var]=transpose_matrix(matrix,dim)
%Transpose a matrix to specified dimension: dim = 'sv' returns a matrix of
%spectra (rows) by variables (columns); dim = 'vs' returns a matrix of
%variables (rows) by spectra (columns).

if dim=='sv'
[spect,var]=size(matrix);
if spect>var
matrix=matrix';
[spect,var]=size(matrix);
end
elseif dim=='vs'
[var,spect]=size(matrix);
if spect>var
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matrix=matrix';
[var,spect]=size(matrix);
end
end

